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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $25 junior or
associate, with a $5 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
electronically.
Looking up the Clarence

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
New Clubrooms from 1st July: Please remember that we will be changing

our meeting place from the 1st of July to the Canterbury Mineral and Lapidary Club rooms,
110 Waltham Rd, Waltham. More information in the Social Notices below.
FMC Photo Competition: Check out the latest FMC Bulletin to see Malcolm Carr's photo
of Crooked Spur Hut. He was placed runner-up in the Historic Photos section of their
annual photo competition for his 1982 moonrise scene. Well done Malcolm!

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening or
Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or contact
the trip leader in advance.
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CTC trip change notifications: For very late changes to a trip, typically after you have left
the trip list at the departure point, you can leave a notification of the details of the trip change
on the CTC web site merely by sending a special text message from your mobile phone.
The message is for SAR purposes, and ends up in the members only area of the web site.
Procedure for leaving text message: Store this phone number +27 79 454 4321 on your
mobile phone, with a contact name such as "CTC TRIP CHANGE", Text messages must
start with CTC or Trip, as the text number is shared with other orgs - this is the filter for us.
Received messages can be viewed via the Trip Change Notification link in the CTC
Database main menu (Members > Officialdom > CTC DB admin) or:
http://www.ctc.org.nz/db/index.php/member/listTextMessages.
CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the club
website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the names
and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This will
greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people start
with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved
ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd intersection.
Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbados Street. For a map go to
www.ctc.org.nz and click the Social Calendar link. A variety of social functions are organised,
the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If you can give a presentation or
have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please
note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is a guest speaker, he/she will start
at 8:10 pm sharp.
Wednesday 24 June
Newsletter Folding Night and Trip Planning: Come along, chat, help with folding club
newsletters and have the opportunity to help plan tramps. Bring your maps and ideas
Saturday 27 June Early start (7am)
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
david.sutton@cdhb.govt.nz

Mt Binser Loop: Mt Binser is an impressive three-peaked block on
the true left of the Waimakariri between that river and its
confluences with the Hawdon and Poulter Rivers. The intended
route is the conventional one: up through the bush along the CaseyBinser Track to Binser Saddle, then striking steeply up to the north
peak at 1753 m. For there, it’s another 2 km to over the middle peak
to the high point at 1860 m. The easiest return is down a steep
south-westerly ridge to the Mt White Road at Poverty Flat. Then
walk back along the road to the cars. This will be a longish day and
requires a reasonable level of fitness. Note the early (7 am)
departure time.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate+
25 Jun
BV21
$30

Saturday 27 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

North Canterbury - Mount Hilton (621m): Starting at the Mount
Hilton homestead we follow farm tracks to the top for lunch returning
to the cars via another route. Views across Masons Flats,
Cavendish Hills and the Waipara River North Branch. Suitable for
accompanied kids but contact leader first. Time: 4hrs. Height:
621m.
Weekend 27-28 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
25 Jun
BV23
$20

Leader: Warwick Dowling 021 35 4545
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

Basic Snow Craft 1: This will be the first basic snow craft course
of the season. We will stay Friday and Saturday night in the club
hut at Arthur’s Pass, foraying out both days to suitable slopes to
practice the basics in the use of ice-axe and crampons. There are
limited places, so book early. For club members only. Ice axes,
crampons and helmets will be taken care of by the trip leader and
handed out/adjusted at the club hut.
Weekend 27-28 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Training
Closed: 18 Jun
Map:
Approx: $30 + hut
fees

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Kirwans Hut - A Northern West Coast Adventure: 8am start from
Papanui to Reefton. Start at Capleston with a slow tramp to Kirwans
Hut and summit at 1297m, a 1050m height gain. Tramp back via
Waitahu River and stop by Cobden for some fantastic fish and
chips.
Sunday 28 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closed:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
18 Jun
BS21 BS22
$30 + hut
fees

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Sumner/Godley Head/Taylors Mistake: This trip on the Port Hills
will start on the Captain Thomas Track from Sumner up to Evans
Pass - around 200 m height gain. Once on top, we can have a great
tramp out to Godley Head to explore the gun emplacements, before
dropping down to Boulder Bay for lunch. From there, it is on to
Taylors Mistake and the Sumner Bluffs Track (part of which is still
closed) back to Sumner. Round trip around 10 km, 5 - 6 hours.
Wednesday 1 July

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
25 Jun
BX25
$5

Club Night

New Club Rooms!: Welcome to the Canterbury Mineral and Lapidary club rooms at 110
Waltham Road - our new home! To familiarise ourselves with the facilities, please bring
along some of your slides on a laptop or pen drive and we will see if we can make the
equipment work. You don’t even need to bring along your own mug! But do bring along a
packet of biscuits, home baking or other nibbly things to share for supper.
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Saturday 4 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Bullock Hill (998m) and a few more: Located up beside the
Waimakariri River this small bump is then followed by a few more,
Maygog, Ogg and Gog, as we traverse along beside the
Waimakariri River with its gorge on one side and the Transalpine
Rail on the other. Views of the Poulter confluence area and the
Torlesse Range round to the Polar Range. Terrain rolling hill country
mostly off track on alpine farm country. Time: 5-6hrs. Height 998m.
Accompanied kids OK but contact leader first.
Weekend 4-5 July Early start 7am Sat.
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
2 Jul
BV21
$25

Leader: Toni Bachvarova 0273153496
theeeyorefan@gmail.com

Lake Man and Doubtful Range via Doubtful River: Meet at Z
Papanui at 7am followed by a drive to Windy Point on SH7. Tramp
up the Boyle, Doubtful and Kedron Rivers to Lake Man and the
Doubtful Range (about 19km with a height gain of 1000m). Enjoy
the magnificent views of the range. Camp next to Lake Man if the
weather is good or next to the bivouac if it’s not (space is limited
around the biv). Return via Pussy Stream and the Hope River
(about 27km). Early starts required to make the most of the short
days. Ice axe and crampons may be required.
Sunday 5 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

ModHard
25 Jun
BU22 BU23
$25 + Hut
Fees

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Rakaia Gorge Walkway/Terrace Downs: This is a nice easy trip,
mainly following the cliffs and river terraces above the gorge, giving
great views of the gorge and surrounding landscape. The walkway
starts in farmland, then enters areas of regenerating native bush.
We will make a short detour to Terrace Downs for morning tea and
re-join the walkway at the end where there is a good viewpoint. A
short loop takes us down to the Rakaia itself and we return the
same way, passing the disused Snowdon Coalmine.

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
2 Jul
BX20
$20

Sunday: 5 July
Departure point: Z Station:

Leader: Bruce Cameron txt 022 188 5905
tecbruce@gmail.com
Coastal Exploring – Pegasus Bay: A family tramp for the littlies who Grade:Easy /Buggies
can do anything however they are a wee bit slower than us. There Closed: 1 July
are many options and exact route will be group and weather Map: BX24
dependant. Veterans, and accompanied kids & buggies ok but
Approx: $10
contact leader first. Time: 3 hrs Height: 20 m. Terrain formed tracks
OR flat country.

Wednesday 8 July

Club Night
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Back Country Huts and First Crossings: Tonight we will have the pleasure of Geoff
Spearpoint talking to us about his work on the television series First Crossings. He acted
as guide and safety officer for the duration of the series and has a few stories and many
photos to share as a result. Geoff will also talk to us about his passion for maintaining back
country huts, and his experience with renovating one of them. With Shaun Barnett and Rob
Brown, Geoff wrote "Shelter from the Storm: The Story of NZ’s Back Country Huts," a
beautiful book many will be interested in reading. He has also authored "Waking to the
Hills: Tramping in NZ", and is the co-editor of "Moirs Guide North: The Otago Southern
Alps." It will be a real privilege having Geoff talk to us about his extensive knowledge and
experiences in New Zealand’s back country.
Saturday 11 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Port Hills - Somewhere: Requests invited, or there are options I
can dream up, so it’s pot luck with the route announced at club
night. Views over Lyttelton Harbour and Christchurch North over the
Canterbury Plains. MAYBE Suitable for accompanied kids but
contact leader first. Time: 4hrs. Height: ~500 m max.
Saturday 11 July Early start 7am

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
9 Jul
BX24
$5

Leader: Max De Lacey 03-688-8342

Wild Mans Hill, Wild Mans Brothers Range: This peak stands
between the Cameron River and the South Branch Ashburton
River. We climb from the Cameron Valley river up to the saddle SE
of the destination, then follow rolling tops to Wild Mans Hill (1856
m). From there we will drop down into the Cameron Valley for our
return. Ice axe and crampons may be required. There will be a
special prize for the wildest (wo)man in the group i.e. untamed facial
hair, Swannies, howling at the moon etc. About 1150m of height
gain for the short option and about 300m more for the longer option.
Trip grade depends also on the amount of snow - a lot of snow
makes the going much more energy draining. Note the early start
time. Meet Max at the Mt Somers store ~ 8-815am. Contact
Warwick Dowling or Max until a CHCH group leader is established.
Weekend 11-12 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 9 Jul
Map:
BX18 BX19
BW18
Approx: $35

Leader: Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684
n.sydorenko@hotmail.com

Arthurs Pass Hut - Mid Winter Party: 8am start from Papanui. Grade: All
Stay at the club hut for a social weekend base camp style. Venture Closes: 2 Jul
out from the hut however you are so inclined - maybe to the cafe Map:
BV20
for coffee - maybe up a 2,000 m peak; the options are open.
Approx: $30 + hut
fees
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Sunday 12 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Banks Peninsula - Purau Stream (400m): A tramp up a bush-lined Grade: Easy
stream in a loop on a farm track. Returning on another farm track. Closes: 9 Jul
Accompanied kids ok but contact leader first. Time: 4hrs. Height: Map:
BX24
~500m max.
Approx: $5
Wednesday 15 July

Club Night

The Knot Knight: If you want to tackle harder climbs and cross glaciers safely, you’ll
ideally want to take a climbing course and travel with experienced and patient people. One
of those experienced and patient people is Knot Knight Adrian Busby, who will demonstrate
some nifty knot techniques and roping up requirements as an introduction to the trickier
stuff you might want to know should you purposefully or inadvertently find yourself in a
technically challenging situation. Come prepared to participate in some interactive
learning.
Saturday 18 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Kennedy’s Track/Mt Ada/Sign of the Bellbird: This trip on the
Port Hills will start at the Halswell Quarry Park and follow Kennedy’s
Track to the Summit Road and then up to Mt. Ada (467 m), affording
good views of the surrounding area. From there, we will do a circuit,
taking in Ohinetahi Bush, Sign of the Bellbird, Kennedy’s Bush
Reserve and back to the cars.
Saturday 18 July Early start 7am

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
16 Jul
BX24
$5

Leader: Richard Kimberley 326 6158

Top of the Ladder to Esk Head: A peak called Top of the Ladder Grade: ModHard
(1792 m) is above the South branch of the Hurunui River. I plan to
(requires
continue on from this peak to Esk Head (1864 m) a bit further along
snow skills)
the ridge. 1500 m of height gain and 18 kms of distance approx. Closes: 16 Jul
Ice-axe and crampons required. Early start.
Map:
BV22 BV23
Approx: $25
Saturday:18 July
Departure point: Z Station:

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com
Banks Peninsula - View Hill (762m): No not our usual View Hill! Grade: Easy
Route is up a spur, to the peak, along a ridge to another peak, then Closes: 15 July
down another spur. On/off track exposed tops for great views all Map: BX25
round including native bush. Kids OK but contact leader first. Bad
Approx: $25
weather, alternative Hinawai. Height: 762m. Time 5hrs.
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Weekend 18-19 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125

Buckland Peak Hut: Leaving from "Z" Papanui at 7:00 pm on Grade: Moderate
Friday heading to Charleston. On Saturday head up to Buckland Closes: 9 Jul
Peak hut with plenty of time to explore. Return to Christchurch via Map:
BS20
Reefton.
Approx: $50 + hut
fee
Weekend 18-19 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bill Johnson
bill@billjohnson.co.nz

Myrmidon Peak via Mesopotamia: Departure from Papanui at
8am heading to Mesopotamia. Start at the base of Rangitata
heading to Black Birch Cheek to Myrmidon Peak, setup base camp
and traverse up Myrmidon Peak at 2474 m the following day (total
height gain of 1974 m).

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Hard
9 Jul
BX17 BX18
$30

Sunday 19th July
Departure point: Z Station:

Leader: Bruce Cameron txt 022 188 5905
tecbruce@gmail.com
Springfield - Lake Rubicon: A a pretty little body of water tucked Grade: Easy/Kids
amongst the foothills south of Mt Torlesse range with its snowey tops. Closed: 15th
We intend to reach it starting Brooksdale Station. Accompanied kids Map: BW21
ok but contact leader first. Time: 4Hrs.
Approx: 25
Wednesday 22 July

Club Night

Favourite Recipes: The Shortest Day is behind us but it’s still that hungry time of year,
when our energy needs in the outdoors peak. The long nights have to be passed somehow,
and eating is an excellent way to ensure both body and mind maintain an acceptable level
of happiness when the frost starts pinching. This is an opportunity to skite about your
favourite tramping food and cooking tips. If you have a recipe you would like to share with
others, please bring it with you, including several copies if you can, so people can share
and swap. We hope to record some recipes and good ideas to put on the Club website for
us all to access.
Saturday 25 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Bealey Spur to the hut: Start by the baches at Bealey Spur and
climb up through sheltering beech forest. On the way to the
charming old musterers hut, at about 1240 m, the ridge opens up in
places to reveal immense views over the Waimakariri River and to
the mountains beyond. There will probably be snow around,
especially in open areas. Usual winter warm layers, a walking pole
and gaiters may be useful. The hut is about a 450 m climb from the
cars and the round trip around 10 km.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy+
23 Jul
BV20
$25

Weekend 25-26 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Double Hut and Mt Taylor Special: We’ll leave Christchurch on
Saturday morning then take a leisurely walk into Double Hut along
the Swinn River Track, starting by Lake Hill carpark. We’ll establish
camp at Double Hut, enjoy the view and look for the rumoured Sir
Edmond Hillary’s graffiti in the character rustic muster hut with a
wood burner heater. On the following day the Mod/Hard group will
make an early start with light packs to Mt Taylor (2333 m) with a
vertical gain of 1450 m. The easy group will take the track back past
Isolated Hill. Two separate car groups and a second leader (any
volunteers) would be ideal.

Grade: Easy
and
Mod/Hard
Closes: 16 Jul
Map:
BX19
Approx: $30

Wednesday 29 July

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Night and Trip Planning: Come along, chat, help with folding club
newsletters and have the opportunity to help plan tramps. Bring your maps and ideas
Saturday 1 August Early start 7am

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
david.sutton@cdhb.govt.nz

Red Peak: Red Peak (not to be confused with Red Hill) is a
significant summit (1853 m) on the Torlesse Range, just north-east
of The Gap. It gets its name from the up-tilted layer of red, ultramafic
rock that stains its flanks. Red Peak is slightly isolated by the fact
that it lies on the hard side of The Gap and orthogonal to the Mt
Torlesse-Junction-Back-Otarama Peak axis. On this trip we&#039;ll
tackle it by ascending Mt Torlesse (1961 m) and then circling around
in an anticlockwise direction, over Junction Peak (1882 m) to Red
Peak and down the steep southern ridge into the upper reaches of
the Kowhai River. About 22.4 km travel and ~1600 m height gain.
Ice axes and crampons will be required. Early start 7am.
Saturday 1 August
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

ModHard
30 Jul
BW21
$20

Leader: Richard Kimberley 326 6158
janeandrichard@xtra.co.nz

The Stones from the back in Stony Bay valley, Banks
Peninsula: A trip I led just over a year ago but the short cut that we
did led to an overdose of bush lawyer, onga onga and gorse. We
shall be missing all that stuff out this time and heading on relatively
good tracks to The Stones, then through Hinewai reserve to Stony
Bay peak and then descend back to the cars from there.

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Weekend 1-2 August
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bill Johnson

Snow Caving - Temple Basin: Following popular demand from
club members, Bill Johnson has kindly volunteered to build a snow
cave while tramping at Temple Basin. This will be a great
opportunity for anyone who would like to experience building and
spending time in one. The trip leader will advise with regards to the
equipment requirements.

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:
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Moderate
30 Jul
BY25
$20

Moderate
23 Jul
BV20
$30 + club
hut fees

Weekend:1 & 2 August
Departure point: Z Station:

Leader: Bruce Cameron txt 022 188 5905
tecbruce@gmail.com
GLUTTING* - Wilberforce – Fang Hill Hut: An old musterers hut Grade: Easy
(with a fire) located in a full moon lit snow covered valley beside the Closes: 22 July
Wilberforce River. Weather gods smiling will be a fantastic experience Map: BW19
at night and the tramp in is even flat! What more could you ask for Approx: $40
vehicle transport for overnight gear is available. Potluck tea Saturday
night. Time: 3hrs Height:100 m Terrain: alpine tussock river flats.
* Glutting = Glamorous Hutting
Sunday 2 August

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Governors Bay, Coopers Knob, Crater Rim Walkway: This trip
will start on the other side of the Port Hills by the jetty at Governors
Bay and follow the foreshore to Allandale. From there, we skirt
around the edge of Living Springs and up on to Coopers Knob
(573m), the highest point on the Port Hills. Follow the Crater Rim
Walkway to Hoon Hay Park and then Faulkners Track back to
Governors Bay.
Long Weekend 7-9 August
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
30 Jul
BX24
$5

Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001
adrian.busby1@gmail.com

Basic Snow Craft 2: Departing from the Z Station at 7pm to the
club hut on Friday night. Adrian will run the second Basic Snow
Craft Course of the year. Come to a club meeting and get your
name on that list, or contact the leader to book your place as
numbers are strictly limited and this course always fills up fast! Only
available to club members.
Saturday 15 August

Grade: Training
Closes: 30 Jul
Map:
BV20
Approx:

Leader: Richard Kimberley 326 6158
janeandrichard@xtra.co.nz

Paterson Hill, from Kowai Bush: Paterson hill (1113 m), which is
the first hill on the Waimakariri end of the Torlesse range ridge, will
be accessed from Kowhai Bush near Springfield. Travel will be a
loop, with great views of the braided river. About 800 m of height
gain and approx 17 km of distance.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
13 Aug
BW21
$15

Mid-August – date t.b.c.

Leader: Karen Tait 0277291129
karenjtait@gmail.com
Grade: Training
Closes: 6 Aug
Map:
Approx: $250 + accom

Intermediate Snow Craft - External Instructor: Returning by popular demand, we will be running an intermediate snow craft course.
This is a great opportunity for members who want to hone their alpine skills, learn proper rope skills for glacier travel, crevasse rescue and how to safely tackle steeper snow routes. Please note that
there is an approximate cost of $250 per person for the course on
top of travel and accommodation costs. This is not a beginners
course - you must be confident using ice axe and crampons. The
date has not been confirmed with the instructor but if you are interested, please contact the trip organiser asap - first in best dressed.
Last year this course filled quickly!
Saturday 22 August Early start 7am
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
david.sutton@cdhb.govt.nz

Mt Williams: Park a few kms east of Arthurs Pass. Cross the
Bealey River and then the Minga. Follow the Edwards River to
Edwards Hut. Climb to Williams Saddle then along the ridge past Pt
1560 to the summit of Mt Williams at 1718 m. Return along the ridge
to just short of Pt 1560 then descend west through the bush to the
Minga. Return along the Minga to the car. About 22 km round trip &
~ 1200-1300 m total height gain. Early start 7 am. Ice-axe &
crampons required.
Saturday:22 August
Departure point: Z Station:

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
20 Aug
BV20
$35

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com.

Lake Coleridge - Lakeside: Exploring the Lake Coleridge shoreline.
With the Lake inflows down and the powerhouse cranking out
electrickery the original shoreline is exposed giving us a nice flat
shoreline to walk along. This section on the south west side is from
Peak Hill to the Harper Diversion. Great winter high country views
AND lots of hills to look at without climbing any! (Suitable for kids. contact leader first.) Height: 20 m. Time: 5Hrs.
Weekend: 29/30 August
Departure point: Z Station:

Grade: Easy
Closes: 19
Map: BW20
Approx: $25

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com
th
Hot Springs: Still in planning, but with full moon on 30 we cannot Grade: Easy
possibly miss out on an easy overnight to enjoy some hot pools. Closes: 19 Aug
Especially now with the benefit of cooler weather means NO Map:
sandflies! Time 5hrs
Approx: $25
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Multi day trip 31 August-5 September
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Shaun Wong 021 234 6847
shaunwong@mail.com

Expressions Of Interest - Multi-day Tramp (Location to be
determined): This invitation is for club members who are interested
in participating in an extended multi-day tramp, which gives you the
opportunity to create great memories of the scenic trips we often
see at club night presentations. Please note that this is only a
registration of interest, not a commitment. Following the attainment
a suitable number of interested people, a multi-day tramping party
will be formed. Notes: The trip date above is for administrative
purposes.
Multi day trip 6-12 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Moderate to
ModHard
Closes: 18 Aug
Map:
Approx:

Leader: Warwick Dowling 021 35 4545
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

Multiday weather dependent trip: Garden of Eden and Allah
(Glacier trip): The Gardens of Eden and Allah are a great
opportunity for any club members interested in tramping on these
spectacular ice-plateaus on the Main Divide above the head of the
Clyde River. As this trip is in its infancy, all interests and suggestions
are welcome. If you are interested in this trip please register your
interest or contact the trip leader. Glacier rope skills required. The
dates may shift in February to suit the weather, so flexible annual
leave will be very handy.

Rodger on the Mt Cloudsley trip

− 11 −

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 28 Jan
Map:
BW17
BW18
Approx: Contact
Leader

Loo Loo of the Year 2015
23 May 2015

Winner: Adrian Radcliffe
The nominator presented two stories highlighting the extent of this nominee’s ‘misfortunes’
during the 2014 / 2015 period. The first was a fateful trip to Goat Hill, where the nominee
managed to leave not only his wallet and phone, but more importantly (for everyone else)
his car keys at the top of Goat Hill in a dry bag. This dry bag was not simply dropped, but
purposefully taken from his pack, and mistakenly not returned to the safety of said bag. Upon
realising, at the cars 4 hours later, the services of the shining yellow cavalry (the AA) were
enlisted. It ended in a very late return to Christchurch.
The second incident was on the Fairie Queen / Gloriana trip of 2014, when climbing a very
steep snow slope the nominee lost one of his crampons. This in itself can happen from time
to time to the best of us, but when his rescuer and him both then ended up going for a slide
(ice axes safely placed in the snow without leashes attached), things became more serious.
It turned out that said crampons had been lent to another person a couple of weeks before,
and not checked upon their return. They had come apart completely, necessitating a hasty
repair on the side of the mountain. Luckily no one hurt, just time lost and some embarrassed
faces.
Congratulations Adrian on being the recipient of this illustrious award for the 2014 / 2015
season.
Other notable nominees include:
Don Jenkinson: Upon failing to install the new lock into the club hut and therefore
reinstating the old lock, he then failed to remember the combination of the old lock.
Kate Taylor and Gareth Caves: Went to the club hut to change the lock code, but forgot
the current code and therefore could not carry out said task.
Carol Exton: After a swim in Lake Pearson clothes were hung about to dry. Nominee’s
knickers were apparently very dry after flapping their way back to Springfield on the back
windscreen wiper of the car.
History of the Loo Loo award
The Loo Loo award extends back to 1988. It was crafted
from a toilet seat picked up from a Deerstalkers
Association auction for $5 by Don Carnielo, a worn out
tramping boot donated by Adrian Busby, and a single
puttee donated by Aspiring Enterprises. It represents a
fictitious club member, who upon losing their wallet to
the jaws of the famous old twin long drop in Arthurs
Pass, decides that it is a good idea to retrieve the wallet
and follows it down the hole (ed. - While this club
member is fictitious, apparently this very incident has
been witnessed at the Lake Daniels long drop – a
Darwin award perhaps more suitable than merely a Loo
Loo).
Past recipients include many of our senior club
members, but the most awarded of them all is our club
President, Steve Bruerton with three awards. Perhaps
a Loo Loo award is a prerequisite of leading the CTC?
More investigation to come.
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Trip Reports
23 May 2015

Mt Cloudsley (2107m), Pt 2089, Mt Enys (2194m), & Carn Brea (2090m)

The group on Mt Cloudsley
Trip grade: Mod +, about 17km distance, about 1700m of ascent
17 trampers met Richard K bright and early to head to the Craigieburns for big day out.
From Castle Hill Village we headed up the Long Spur stopping briefly for a snack on the
way and to put on crampons at the saddle at about 1800m. The sun shone brightly but
gloves only came off to eat lunch on top of Mt Cloudsley where we enjoyed stunning
views over to Lake Ellesmere and down to Mount Cook. There was lots of grinning, and
lots of photos taken!
After lunch we followed the ridge over Pt 2089 and stopped again to soak in the views
from Mt Enys. When we got into the saddle after Mt Enys crampons came off and weren’t
needed for the final summit of the day as we headed east up to Carn Brae. We found a
slope suitable for practising ice axe arrest and everyone got to refresh their skills. The
route down included a great scree run at the end of Dead Man’s Spur, allowing us to
descend about 700m in 15-20 minutes.
We had shuffled cars to allow us to head to Castle Hill Bouldering area instead of back
to the village. Perhaps it was the giddy elation after the scree run, or perhaps David S is
just terrifically persuasive. Whatever the reason, we decided to head back to where we’d
started and to where most of the cars were and finished our tramp with our head torches
lighting the way. It felt longer than I was expecting but the map says there really wasn’t
much in it.
We stopped for a well-earned meal at the Springfield Hotel where we warmed ourselves
by the log burner as we waited for our very substantial meals. Our hosts were very
apologetic about the wait and promised that in future our wait will be shorter if we phone
to let them know we’re coming and if we’re organised and email in advance they can even
send the menu through so we could order in advance. I’m not sure if this is practical with
the poor phone signal and the difficulty of predicting exactly what time we’d be back in
Springfield post-tramp but it was good of them to offer.
Springfield Hotel tel: 03 318 4812email: pmrholdings@hotmail.com
Richard Kimberley (leader), Susan Pearson, David Selway, Warwick Dowling, Shaun
Wong, Sonya Wang, David Sutton, Jonathan Carr, Kate Taylor, Gareth Caves, Elizabeth
EadonJones (scribe), Andrew Eadon-Jones, Rodger Smith, Duncan Bright, Chris Grant,
Caroline Solazzo, Mariusz Madr
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31 May – 2 June 2015

Uncle B takes the long way round (Lake Guyon and Cow Stream)
Trotting cannot be considered wombling. For me, wombling is characterised by walking
along at a reasonable pace, but one which allows sustained conversation, admiration of
scenery, and plentiful photo opportunities. As I chased the two more senior members of our
party across the aptly named Racecourse, trotting to try and catch up, I began to question
how a definition of ‘wombling’ could be so different, and thought that perhaps this should be
updated in the next edition of tramping grades.
The said womble originated from a vague conversation at club night about a lovely three
day trip from Lake Guyon in the St James conservation park area. Advertised as having ‘a
bit of everything’ and probably being mostly hidden from the forecast bad weather, I was in.
So a party of four left Christchurch on Saturday morning bound for Fowler hut. After a fuel
stop (pies, muffins and sausage rolls the order of the day) in Culverdon, we continued on
through Hanmer and over a slightly snowy Jacks pass. Dropping one car at our finish point
we arrived at Fowlers hut and were ready to set off by half eleven. A light dusting of snow
and some threatening looking clouds made for dramatic photos of the surrounding
mountains, their fantastic scree runs obscured by the fluffy white.
Off up the track in the snow but only with need of ice axes for a bit of balance, we made
good time to the top where the wind ensured that it was a quick photo stop before heading
down the other side. Ice axes came in handy in a couple of slippery areas of the track but
perhaps were not completely necessary. As promised Bernhard ordered up the sun in time
for lunch next to the stream, where we practiced our tussock lizard technique even though
there was still some patchy snow.
After crossing a couple of streams we came to the first real river crossing of the day. The
two with gaiters managed to get across with dry boots, I sacrificed mine reasoning that it
wouldn’t be the only river all weekend. Uncle B, determined to keep his boots dry, changed
into his special safety shoes (orange crocs), ensuring not only that his boots stayed dry, but
also that there was no hope of us losing him. Safety crocs are apparently a new acceptable
form of tramping footwear, as they stayed firmly on his feet for the next few of kilometres as
we crossed the river a couple more times. Unfortunately, his feet didn’t always stay firmly
on the ground, as it seems traction is not one of the selling points of safety crocs.

Uncle B crosses a river in his safety crocs
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The flat track made for good walking and soon we were in sight of and passing Stanley Vale
hut in the distance. After a quick stop to contemplate the snowy looking storm clouds
advancing towards us across the lake, we made it to the four bunk Lake Guyon hut around
3pm having only had the pleasure of a ‘wee gentle rain’. In residence were a couple of DOC
guys who made excellent hut mates. The men gallantly said I could take a bunk, Chris opted
out and David and Uncle B did paper scissors rock for the other bunk, which resulted in
David taking the tent. Tea was eaten, stories were shared, and there were no mice in the
hut resulting in a good night as the rain pattered away on the roof.
Next morning dawned crisp and clear, with the sun illuminating the new snow on the far
away tops of the Spenser Mountains. A perfect day for what promised to be a few kilometres.
I had already booked in half an hour ‘horse time’ with the resident Stanley Vale horse that I
had spied the previous day, and we had been promised that the owner, Sean, would be an
interesting character to catch up with even if he could sometimes be a little reticent. Possibly
because he had spent the previous night with only young foreigners, or possibly because it
was such a lovely day, we found our back-country man in high spirits and ready to converse
for as long as we wanted. Horse turned out to be a lovely fellow, who really just wanted a
scratch, a cuddle and to come inside. I think he would quite happily have come along with
us, and later that day I would have been appreciative of his pack carrying skills!
We continued on, sadly without Horse, and began the long wander down the river. The track
was a little difficult to see, and our leader didn’t seem interested in it anyway, resulting in a
few close encounters of the prickly type. But the sun shone through and it was a perfect day
for tramping. About this point the interesting motivational qualities of our leader became
apparent. At lunch, in a lovely area of tussock by the river guarded by the majesty of snowy
mountains, one of us commented on how it had been a while since we had carried a heavy
pack. Uncle B told us we weren’t even half way yet. Secretly, I hoped it was some sort of
sneaky reverse psychology.

Local residents of Stanley Vale Hut
After lunch we began to climb, and Uncle B apparently wishing to further the reverse
psychology seemed to decide that off track (away from the lovely snow poles) might be more
fun than on-track. The rest of the group perhaps worried by not yet being halfway, decided
that snow poles were the way to go. Annoyingly, Uncle B continued to either pop out in front,
or catch us up easily every time that we were briefly separated. He even had time to stop
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and fix his socks several times, and I still had to trot to keep up. I do not have an explanation
for this except that I believe that Uncle B may have a sneaky rockets stashed somewhere
in his kit (perhaps in the safety crocs) that he uses when no one is looking.
The terrain evened out as we popped out of the scrub onto the tussock expanse of the aptly
named racecourse, and indeed the senior members of our party seemed to take the name
to heart. The wind picked up somewhat and we watched as the grey misty rain swept past
us in the adjacent valley, providing spectacular lighting of the surrounding mountains, but
leaving us thankfully dry. Across the racecourse we joined a recently cut but not benched
high sidle around the end of the spur heading to Charlies Saddle, to drop down into the
Edwards stream. Finding our own short-cut route avoiding a longer route to the saddle took
us onto the super-highway cycle trail and into Scotties Hut around 4pm. But was it really
Scotties hut? Apparently a hut with an identity crisis, as it was marked with a different name
on Uncle B’s map (although this map also read in feet…)
Three more kilometres to camping at the hot pools, navigating in the twilight, or guaranteed
bunks for all in the hut? The bunks won out after a satisfying day chasing the senior
members of the party. While this discussion was taking place, our leader’s motivational
powers again surfaced, as while we were discussing the possibility of trying to find a
campsite in the darkness he reassured us that it would be ok as the sun would definitely
come up again the next morning. I was disturbed he thought it might require daybreak in
order to find the campsite. David again lost the paper scissors rock competition to Uncle B
and ended up on the top bunk – but with no ladders how to ascend to bed for the night?
Karen confidently went to demonstrate her ‘bend and wriggle method’ of the night before,
only to encounter a low beam and have to resort to the ungainly snake method, much to the
amusement of the others. David didn’t laugh so hard when it was his turn to fold himself into
the cosy bunk!
We assembled outside the hut just as the first rays of sun threatened the ridges above us.
A quick group meeting agreed (or we thought we did) that today would be the day of the
yellow brick road, following the 4WD track to the hot pools and then all the way back to the
car. So we were surprised when our intrepid Uncle B made a 90 degree turn off the track
and headed straight up the hill very shortly after embarking on the journey. Unfortunately he
was already ahead of us mere mortals and we didn’t have much choice but to assume a
shortcut and follow. During the climb and sidle the sun came up through the end of the valley,
lighting up the tussocks in front of us indeed making it seem as if we were walking a yellow
tussock road. After being faced with the prospect of some serious Matagouri bashing and
some map consultation, it was decided that perhaps the next valley would reveal the hot
pools. Indeed upon cresting the ridge of the plateau it was clear from the smell of sulphur
and appearance of mineral on the rocks that we were heading in a better direction (not to
mention the tents perched on the hill opposite), and that the yellow brick road (4WD road
that is) would have led us here without any climbing, sidling or Matagouri. But it made us
feel like we had earned a soak in the hot pools which we duly took advantage of.
Someone has put some work into these pools, with a series of slightly terraced pools giving
the choice of temperatures from very hot to something suitable for summer. There was
plenty of space and we all piled in to enjoy the warm water, while the sandflies enjoyed our
warm flesh. Apparently the safety crocs also act as excellent flotation devices.
A happy party departed the hot pools, again forbidding our leader from straying from the
track. Again this lasted about five minutes, though this time the short cut was successful
and we soon found ourselves on a very well formed 4WD track heading for the end of the
valley and Peter’s pass. About this time the wombling took a serious turn for the worse as
our other senior member of the party decided it was time to stretch his legs, and for me at
least, we covered some good ground on our way to lunch. It didn’t help that my lack of
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gaiters had led to a veritable symphony in my boots with water, mud and stones all vying for
position with my feet, a symphony audible to anyone else who happened to be walking in
my vicinity (obviously not the senior members of the party), and apparently quite amusing.

Lunch was just shy of Peters
Pass, where it was again
reiterated the desire to stick to
the track. So we were not
surprised when after 20 minutes
of walking up towards the low
pass our leader again lost his
blinkers and headed off in a
different direction. Upon gaining
the low pass and the view up the
valley we decided that perhaps
this time it would be wise to follow
the leader to shorten the
circuitous route of the track,
although I also wondered if this
had something to do with my
sweeping statement at lunch
Peter’s Pass looking towards Fiji Hill
about my uncanny ability to fall
on my face every time I was
faced with bog – our new route had to cut across the tussock bog at some stage. It turned
out that staying on the solid hillside to the left of the valley and sidling for a time leads to a
not too boggy crossing of the flat area, and the track can be regained quite easily on the
right hand side. More mud in my boots, but credit to our leader for sniffing out a short cut.
The wander down the track in the sun was most pleasant, and probably the most relaxed
walking of the weekend. We arrived back at the cars around 3pm to find a sign saying 45km
for Lake Guyon Hut to the carpark (the last two days). Uncle B with his leader’s psychology
assured us it was definitely not that far.
Overall this was a lovely trip characterised by golden tussocks, snowy sentinel mountains,
and wonderful company. At the core, tramping is walking in a sustained and purposeful
manner, surrendering to ourselves, and allowing connection and solace with nature. And
with this in mind, this was tramping at its absolute best.
The womblers were: Uncle B (lead wombling extraordinaire), Chris McG (senior wombler),
David S (wombler in training) and Karen T (apprentice wombling reporter).
7 June 2015
Bob’s Knob via Lake Rubicon
(This is a trip report about hares, white rabbits and knobs). On Sunday June 7, 19 trampers
appeared and kept appearing at the Carlton Z station, ready for an easymod+ daytrip in the
foothills behind Springfield. The grading basically covered all bases! Some of us brought ice
axes as snow had fallen recently, and Mt Torlesse and the Torlesse Range were impressively white. Luckily the snow was light on our hill, and petered out about 1000m. We took
5 cars and set off for Brooksdale Road, with good parking on the farm beside the big red
barn (which reminded me of Tom Waites song murder in the red barn...). A car shuffle was
quickly done, leaving a car parked at the Kowhai River car park off the Porter’s Pass highway.
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The plan was to amble over farmland to Lake Rubicon, up the spur to point 1261, along the
top ridge to point 1230m, locally known (but not on the map) as Bob’s knob and then down
a spur to the cars. It was a small frost but otherwise a clear and windless autumn day. There
were a number of new recruits: Iris with 1 trip under her belt and Lorraine’s first trip with the
CTC. We had an easy walk to the Rubicon River, crossed and walked up the flats, crossed
again onto the true right terrace and through a tussock flat to arrive at Lake Rubicon in a bit
over 1 hour.
Lake Rubicon is quite a small dark-watered body, more like a big tarn but used for swimming
in summer by the looks of the platform in the middle and kayaks stashed nearby. We had a
rest, scrimmaged in our scroggin bags, took pics and eyed up the spur, “Hmmm” someone
said, “Might be a bit of Matagouri”... (Does this sound familiar?!). Richard led the charge up
the obvious spur at the western end of the lake. There is a track but it is well overgrown with
Matagouri and needs a good cutting back (where is Bruce Cameron when you need him?).
There was much prickling and it was steep, but we quickly gained height and were rewarded
with panoramic views of the Plains and the Torlesse Range.

Climbing the ridge above Lake Rubicon
We had lunch at a knoll about bushline level and enjoyed the views. Janey checked her iPad
to discover we were only at 900m, the knob above us was just “a knob” and we still had
300m to the top! My camera’s memory card hit full and I spent lunch frantically deleting old
photos (as many a tramper in the middle of nowhere has done). Memo to self to carry a
spare as it doesn’t weight much! We all made solid progress up the spur and through the
alpine scrub. The snow kicked in about 1000m and we continued up through the tussocks
and boot deep snow with that lovely plastic squelchy scrunchy sound and reached Pt 1261
about 1pm. Hare Alan ran the final slope to the summit to claim the first ascent. The rest of
us were rewarded with magnificent views of the Mt Torlesse Range: the spur up to Mt Torlesse gleaming white in the sun, Red Peak, (which was white), The Gap and its craggy ridge,
and westwards to Castle Hill Peak. Yes it is true, a club member whose name I can’t reveal
once flew a light plane through The Gap in the 1980’s...
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We had a good rest and allowed everyone to catch up, recover (it was quite a steep uphill
grind) and enjoy the views. Then Richard looked at his watch, muttered “I’m late and something about “a very important date” (which turned out to be hot pies in Springfield before the
Cafe closed) so we heaved on our packs, still stuffed with unneeded winter gear on this
perfect autumn day, and headed for Bob’s Knob. Not far now I thought to myself - hah! One
and a half hours later, we had added another 200m height gain to our tally, as we went up
and down a variety of knobs which got in the way! The descent from one knob to the saddle
before Bob’s knob required Iris to borrow Janey’s new ice axe for support, as it was just
snowy and steep enough to be quite slippery. After a rest at the saddle, where the hares
were waiting patiently for the bunnies, admiring the views out to the Craigieburn Range, we
made the final grunt to Bob’s Proper Knob which we reached at 3pm. (By then we felt well
and truly knobbled! I propose we rename the trip “Bob’s Knobs”!) The views into the upper
Kowhai River, the southward flanks of the Torlesse Range, and the Craigieburn area were
great.

Heading down the ridge
After a rest we had a discussion whether to take the right or left hand spur off Bob’s Knob
to the Kowhai River below. We were assured by Bryce that the right hand spur was okay
(we couldn’t see the bottom of the spur as the drop-off was too steep), and Richard made
the call to take the right hand spur which though a bit steeper for a start was more direct.
The Hares, Alan, Bryce, Flo and Stewart scampered away with their car keys jingling to
complete the car shuffle. We could see them later as tiny figures on the flats as we picked
our way down. Alan’s sore knee (he has been assured he has a “beautiful” knee) didn’t slow
him down. Once we dropped off Bob’s Proper Knob, we could see the route down and it was
fine, we had a reasonable scree with scrubby bits to pick our way down through. Then the
ridge levelled off and we followed a cattle track through the Matagouri and popped out on
the Kowhai riverbed about 4pm. The easiest exit point off the ridge to the river is at the
intersecting vertical fence line. We waited for the last 5 trampers to get down with Chris at
the back as tail end Charlie, enjoying choc fruit hardboiled lollies as we waited in the gathering gloom. The southeast facing Torlesse Range and Kowhai catchment looked a very
cold and uninviting place.
Our final group of 15 then crossed the Kowhai River, which was only ankle deep, and by the
time we plodded into the car park at 4.30pm the hares had our chariots awaiting, which was
brilliant as it had been a long day and we were a mite weary. We descended on the Yellow
Cafe in Springfield, did the trip money exchange and relaxed with pies, coffee and chatted.
We arrived back in Christchurch about 6.30pm. The trip’s vital statistics via GPS were
11.5km and about 1050m height gain over 7 hours.
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Richard (alias the white rabbit) did a great job mustering us all up and pointing us in the right
direction, and keeping us moving! This proved pretty important as with short daylight hours,
and a long trip we had to keep an eye on the time. So Thanks Richard for a great day trip,
well planned and executed, really enjoyed by all and a great introduction to the delights of
tramping for the prospective members!
Trampers were the likely lads Richard Lobb (leader), Chris McGimpsey, Bryce Williamson,
Alan Ross, Guy Woods, Stewart Smith, Josh Johnson, Jeff Titmuss, Eric Skea and Malcolm
Carr, and the luvlee lasses Karen Tait, Janey Thomas, Sonya Wang, Iris Lu, Caroline Grise,
Flo Roberts, Cristina Zablan, Lorraine Poole and Kay Taylor (scribe).
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Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please book
before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings, phone
Gareth Caves 03 3770 161; or if he’s away, Steve Bruerton 322 6196; or if they’re both away,
Rex Vink 3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5
kids under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Gareth Caves.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please make sure you
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not used,
and report any damage to the gear custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small
packs

weekend $2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 23 July 2015 – Thanks.
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